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You live that whole life without a railing
and at times all you stand on, all that holds
you up is where you can chuck the toe
of your boot and what hold is held in your hand. 
Any more has nothing to do with you.
The face, the air. The day spread out below
can hear no point in itself called upon.
The only held position here is here
is balance.
Face
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People are grabbing at the chance to see
the earth before the end of the world,
the world’s death piece by piece each longer than we.
Some endings of the world overlap our lived
time, skidding for generations
to the crash scene of specie extinction,
the five minutes it takes for the plane to fall,
the mile ago it takes to stop the train,
the small bay      to coast the liner into the ground,
the title- line of nations ’til the land dies,
the continent uninhabitable.
That very subtlety of time between
large and small
Media note      people chasing glaciers
in retreat up their valleys      and the speed . . .
watched ice was speed made invisible,
now –      days and a few feet further away,
a subtle collapse of time between large
and our small human extinction.
Its ice bear disappears into his white
and melts      and the ground beneath him, into vapor,
into air.   All that once chased us and we
chased to a balance chasing back, tooth for spear,
knife for claw,
                      locks us in this grip
          we just now see
                              our own lives taken by
taking them out.      Hunting the bear, 
we hunt the glacier with the changes come
              of that choice. 
To see the ear th before the end 
of the world
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The sequin cliffs, a city
skyline’s ridge along the night
from across a river of
a valley    wide reflection—
the flat of the city flows,
streets channel currents of light
as if the glittering star-
print of the cliffs’ image
both takes and washes away—
colors as it erases
 
as if grains of sand-drawing,
scattered,    still trace the drawing’s
atomized face through the earth—
each of a sequin’s face
Night as an iridescence
not a darkness.    From inside
the high apartment watching
how night glints off the waves
of cars as their headlights, 
pebble buildings sparkle as that 
lit below the surface color
surface magnifies to jewel—
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you draft a glamour from this,
an old black and white movie
moderne    the sleek deco gowns,
moonless moon of each sequin’s
dark iridescence returned,
spilled coin of a dream-lit age
until this is penniless
until there is nothing here
the expense of using words
in layered metaphor buys
no scene if not sight     no sensed
more meaning to just what’s there
it is too complicated
to hear    or see on reading.
there are no sequins, no cliffs
there is night and lit buildings
no water to see under
no stones on the bottom glow 
and we are on the ground not
viewing from the head’s penthouse
____________________________________________________________
                    *
     each place has its illusion
to show      that nothing is there,
the tentacles of mirage,
the snake’s wheels     of well-oiled earth,
the streets of new york under
one of its—        illusions, fast moving shells.
just a dollar. c’mon—       folks here 
stare at the blank board of the
horizon    a character
for nothing there to begin with the
beginning at which the world 
appears to right itself from
turning up    out of nothing
which doctor grunbaum says is—
the pure level of—       brute fact.
Let’s scavenge for a social history
amid the broadcast’s wreckage,
a shrapnelled afternoon,
wind’s chemical code, a cloudlit stutter:
These sorties from the nameless city—
Our hermetic ancestry—
We dithered at the border
between one thought and the next,
fled these fields
to falter elsewhere,
reinvented the central nervous system,
cobbled together superstition and medicine:
an alchemized immunity
dispatched from the home front.
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 After Walker Percy’s The Moviegoer
To sniff at your girlfriend’s thighs,
like a horse, neighborly and wise;
and then to invite drowsy secretaries
for a ride in the old MG to the Gulf Coast,
where sunbathers do not ever feast
on Kesey and Ginsberg; and to top it off
with an unplanned ride to Chicago
on Amtrak, in the middle of the night,
when every word is loaded like liqueur.
You find your aunt is not the claustrophobe
you made her out to be, in the service of
some notion of Kierkegaard you’re too chicken
to lay out in accessible prose. Malaise,
sickness, despair, your repeated words
for the unnameable, betray your cogitation
in the service of plain American happiness.
So we welcome you home, lost Percy,
little lost Percy, far from Stegner’s ranch
and O’Keeffe’s open-ended New Mexico
misery: we welcome you to Mercer’s
mercies, for you are our kid on bail.
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Gentil ly Precincts, Feliciana 
Parish, Circa 00
Paw prints stick to everything. I go home       from far
covered in them. And so [ my family ] knows:
All’s I can be, I am. I grasp
a rabbit’s footing, then
my grandfather’s cigarettes, throw four
Benson and Hedges far into woods softer than anything
else. Our genes are in hiding, can’t build them
like they used to. A father is a father is
fathered by one, until. Or unless.
It is this type of momentum
I am entitled to.       I go home from under
cloak. I arrive like/with a ransomed tongue.
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a squiggle of a river
becomes a road
in a play a boy
might walk
around a lot
and a woman
might be still.
Something in the water
might look like
brains
when the boy’s
just sitting
there being
young; day
the moment might oc-
cur in memory
sentiment
I know musicians
know certain
chords do this
or that
we’re a bunch
of turtles
when it comes
to feelings
the woman
is still and the
world around
her darkens
and we get
it—just
before the
boy started
walking. I wish the playwright
was brave.
i’m moved
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to stay in that
corny suggestion
darkness
means
sadness
means time.
It’s just our
burning star
and our
blue dirt
turning in its circle
a stand-in
for emotion
for scientists: you.
Who promised
to bring her
binoculars
somewhere, now here, to this grand
play. Just to
discover 
art makes
me look
long & hard.  
Why is light
so damn emotional
if it’s just
a burning star.
This toe,
an inch

I’ll fold the door in half for you,
crease it with an elbow so as
to keep a face that greets
the world.
There had been all this talk about
the old miracle, when
you heal the lock,
you heal the forgiven.
But a river is a door
more than a window.
Close friends and relatives
might tell you otherwise, tell you
millions are falling in love with the idea,
that NASA
raved about the elastic physics,
the principles of temperature and
force behind the slightest
obligations.
Every water bird I’ve surveyed
ignored it. My drowned women ignore it.
Once, I stared at a river until I blacked out.
And it wasn’t like a window slid open
to an abuzz. Sight
became sound into
a river.
My mind fell through my asshole,
almost. Really, a river is a door,
until it opens.
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Murders someone

 Into the company of love it all returns.
          —Robert Creeley
Here something stirs in the mazy sprawl
 among rock walls and dens
and the white pine whose needles reach up. For the sky
 is also here. The river with its voices
and freight. The deer appear
 weightless, stepping through the stripped end
of winter. Families take to the trails, cameras in hand.
Lovers etch their names. We walk overlooks and
 canyons shaped by meltwater, loss, the time it takes.
We keep a distance, talk of dying and work.
 Petal-sparks whiten a bit of trail where rot blends
with what begins, again. Some turn in the weather
 looms. As if starvation could be outlived
by luck, desire, one unsound step past handrails and maps.
 Some ledge off the path, out of view.
There are ways beyond what we choose.
A series of floods made this place. A legend of revenge.
 Vireos, catbirds, a lone gull. We add ourselves to it,
the ravel of verges and brinks, overhangs brilliant 
 with moss. Waterfalls. A raw wind.
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Something sings from a branch. We have something to do
 with what doesn’t survive but persists. Listen,
we’ve stepped off-course. Where most of what happens
 goes unseen.
for Jeff Abernathy


I am the victim of seduction. These flavors eat like nothing else. The warp 
of wood that wraps around the hillside radiates splintered. A promise of time 
travel precedes our thoughts. How far can we travel? We had come to shore 
drunk, unable to guarantee our vessel safe return. He gave us a swan, a peddle 
boat, a rickshaw of water taxi. I told you to take your shoes off. Complication 
saw us off. We drifted. Language reduced to craters in lulls of lake water. Our 
calves, pounding harder than the hearts in our chests, harder than staring at 
the sun. 
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I crack the heart-shaped cookie,
but no fortune. No slip filled with portent, 
nothing even to resent, and I laugh self-consciously thinking 
this is bad, this nothing. I call the waiter, “Nothing?” 
The waiter says his boss buys the cookies in bulk 
from Golden Dragon Incorporated. My mind journeys 
and I inspect not the vats of bleached malted
barley flour, not the tubs of potassium bromate and Yellow #6, 
but the simple table where the Dragon’s wise men sit 
at tiny typewriters. I ask the wisest what nothing means. 
He types the word nothing and hands it to me.
Everything we eat has a message, every watermelon seed 
a word; presliced cheese reveals corporate secrets; 
lettuce says something about our flesh, how delicate; 
bananas promise ultimate truth.  
I eat the cookie, lonely for its fortune. I taste nothing. 
My placemat says fortune cookies formed the basis of the Ming 
dynasty. They were first known as New Year Moon Cakes 
made from Lotus Nut Paste—the Mongols occupied China 
for centuries but had no taste for the paste, so the Chinese  
fed the treat to their own and in it slipped the date of the uprising. 
Later, in America, Chinese ’49ers built the great railways 
and made biscuits with wishes inside that did not say, 
“You will be buried beneath the tracks you laid.”
A new round of cookies is brought to our table:
Alas! The onion you are eating is someone else’s water lily.
A modest man never talks to himself.
Nothing is not yet lost.
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Between gas stations we retain
only landscapes. Inside
 I’ve realized that we are laced with nothing
 so much as veins.
Tying knots to our hearts, believing in some kind of core to this thing:
 an empty continent
 a bashful god
 the patrol of our borders.
 Acting like he isn’t staring
 right through the blind spots of this place.
 I caught him as we undid most of Nebraska
 at night and fooled ourselves into UFOs.
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(night driving)
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How did my 92-year-old aunt 
find me here? Flo, the pretty one.
In the tattered album she’s a slim flapper 
in belted knits cut to attract a Gatsby.  
Religion didn’t take over until 
she gave birth to two rabbis––already 
speaking slow syllables in the womb,
tightening teffilin around their foreheads.
I’m still the offending speck of chometz 
they find by candlelight and flick 
from the spines of prayerbooks, the crumb
of leavened bread that defiles Pesach––
they burn it the morning after the search.
Shame of the family, dead ringer
for my blond, goyish father. Gleefully 
eating quiche au jambon. Passing.
My aunt’s looking through me into 
this case of silver circumcision knives
and bowls for catching blood and foreskins.
Dense, hand-inked script
in medieval leather-bound books,
silk hats, ritual shawls 
only for men, salvaged gravestones.
I’m walking my dead, heavy flesh.
On the first floor, they’ve hung banners,
cloth replicas of cartes d’identité
of those wakened by loud knocking at night. 
Herded, dragged, strangled by gas, 
shot over ditches onto snow muck, 
living corpses. Some, like me,
without love for religion. See, 
says my aunt. Names of our tribe.
And now the knocking begins in my body.
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The lush perfumes of that day,
explosions of birdsong, dogwoods opening
jewel-pink by the groomed path—
you’d have written it as Hell:
the tame priest reading the standard prayers
in his young, public voice—
the words sister, lamb, sinner
standing guard over deleted facts
as awkward sunlight hurt us.
You’d have nailed the numb factions:
brother, cousins, muffled in good wool,
your death to them as shameful as your life;
your friends in dark glasses, kneeling 
in wronged silence, placing bunched flowers; 
your bowed father, his grief 
an irony to those who blamed him.
I want to think you’d have spared none of us, 
your acid stripping the morning
down to its lethal contradictions— 
I think that’s how you’d have written it— 
if only you’d been there.
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thats what
     i got
     of you,
1 in a long
      parade
of painted paper dolls,
pygmies in
           glass jars,
first the fire,
    then the ice-
                   share
is what i, any
female, gets
          of u
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ice-share
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On my mantelpiece: a pink vinyl Barbie and Ken case, a pink painting by Denise 
 Duhamel,
and a 24-inch-long pink plastic Remco Showboat. The case shows Ken in Tuxedo
and Barbie in Enchanted Evening, her famous pale pink satin gown, with its slim
skirt and long, draping train. I bought it last summer, when Joris and I braved the 
 sales room 
at the Barbie National Convention. I paid him to drive me to the Hyatt Regency 
 O’Hare, 
where I spent (quite quickly) the better part of a sizable tax return. Joris (who,
being an X-Files addict, was fascinated by the climate of frenzied collecting)
snapped a number of photographs: row upon row of dolls, impervious in their 
 clear-lidded
coffins; bubblecuts with price tags tied like nooses around their necks; a bin filled
with doll heads (“$7 each”)—a tangled, post-guillotine mass. When I was in 
 Miami
last February, I admired Denise’s paintings of Olive Oyl’s boot-clad feet (which
hang in Maureen Seaton’s guest apartment, where I was staying). “Would you 
 paint
something pink for me?” I asked the night Denise, Maureen, Nick, and I ordered 
 in
Chinese food and played Celebrity. In June Denise sent me “Milkshake,” a pink 
 drink
with glued-on doodads: green and pink straws, plastic musclemen figures, and felt 
 flowers.
The Remco Showboat is one of three toy theaters I was obsessed with as a child.
It came with punch-out characters and scenery, and scripts for four plays: 
 Pinocchio,
Cinderella, Wizard of Oz, and Heidi.  Pull tab to lift curtain: Dorothy (holding 
 Toto)
and the Witch of the West stand center stage. Behind them we see Dorothy’s 
 house.
Under it: a pair of feet wearing red-and-white-striped stockings. The shoes are 
 gone.
Twisting into the distance: the tornado that transported her to this strange land.
Shirley Temple’s Magnetic TV Theater (by Amsco) came with actors, props, and 
 backdrops 
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for Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Red Riding Hood, and Sleeping Beauty. By 
 grasping
a Figure Guide and placing your hand beneath the stage, directly below an actor
set in a Figure Base, you could make magnetic contact and move that actor 
 forward,
backward, sideways, around in circles, and in and out the exits—like magic!
Somewhere there’s a Kodak slide of me, age five, kneeling beside my Shirley
Temple theater. 1958, the year before Barbie was born: I wear a crewcut and a 
 wistful smile.
The Barbie and Ken Little Theatre, which my sisters got for Christmas in 1964, 
 haunted
my waking hours and rendered me sleepless at night. Tortured gay boy on the 
 verge
of puberty. How could he be anything but gaga over the magnificently detailed 
 costumes
Mattel designed for this sturdy, easy-to-assemble structure.  Red Riding Hood
had a basket with checked napkin and wax rolls (to take to Grandma) and a gray 
 plush 
wolf head for Ken. Cinderella had a patched “poor” dress and broom, and—
after her transformation—a yellow satin ball gown with silver applique, lamé 
 bodice, 
and white tulle overskirt. The Prince had a green and gold brocade jacket with 
 rhinestone 
buttons, white lace collar and cuffs, green velvet cape, gold cap with white 
 plume 
and jewel, and a magenta velvet pillow for Barbie’s glass (clear plastic) closed-toe 
 pump.
At the National Barbie Convention in San Diego in 1997, I purchased Red Riding 
 Hood
and the Wolf, NRFB, for $795.00. The following year, Ira and I flew to Las Vegas
to witness Damon and Naomi’s marriage. Somewhere there’s a photograph of 
 us eating
at an In-N-Out Burger. I look fat. Another night we ate at Spago in the Forum.
Throughout the meal, I kept excusing myself and walking the streets of ancient 
 Rome,
sky changing from day to night above me, to a phone booth in Caesar’s Palace,

where I called to increase my bid on a NRFB Cinderella being auctioned in New 
 Jersey.  
I won it for $1,200.00. My need to possess what I wished I could have possessed 
 that
Christmas morning in 1964, justifiable at the time, seems desperately sad to me 
 now.
Also on my mantel, in a Plexiglas display case: my collection of vintage Yardley 
 makeup: pink-
white-and-orange-striped Slicker tubes (fifteen of them), Glimmerick (shimmers 
 eyes
like a thousand candles), frosted Sigh Shadow (“whisper-soft” brush-on eye powder
in such shades as Sealace and Rainbow Pink), Slicker nail polish, face Slicker, Oh! 
 de London
cologne, London Lashes, Pot O’ Gloss. I’ve even obtained, thanks to ebay, a Slicker 
 whistle 
and a Slicker key ring. Did you know that in 1968 Yardley of London “published”
their Poetry Collection, “six lyric, lacy lipsticks,” “six love poems for lips”: Couplet 
 Coral, 
Ballad Beige, Mauve Ode, Poetic Pink, Roundelay Rose, Sonnet Peach? Or that in 
 1971
they put out Slicker Lip Licks, so teenage girls could kiss “him” in his favorite 
 flavor:
Raspberry, Strawberry, Rock Candy, Root Beer, Maple Sugar, Bubble Gum, Mint, 
 Banana
Split? How many times must I return to the Thrifty Drug Store of my youth and
relive that initial, painful attachment? Just inside the automatic door, left through 
 the
turnstile: the makeup counter. I can still see the woman behind it: her powder 
 blue
Thrifty’s smock, her glasses hanging by a chain around her neck, her perfect hair-
 sprayed 
helmet of gray hair. The trick was to walk as slowly and nonchalantly as possible, 
 taking in as 
much of the Yardley display as I could in just a few seconds. I’ve written about 
 this elsewhere: 

“the rows of striped lipstick tubes pure eye candy.” What must she have thought 
 of this 
obsessed trespasser in Cosmetics. He’d turn right, then two aisles over, left, to 
 Toys.  
More torture: the Barbie outfits in their pink-and-white-striped cardboard frames.
He’d pretend to be interested in the little bottles of model airplane paint. But he’d
be eyeing those chiffon and taffeta gowns, those high heels and necklaces and 
 gloves 
stitched into Mattel’s colorful display packages. If he could pick up one of those
packages and press the dress, the accessories—the cellophane would make a 
 crinkly sound.  
He didn’t know that housewives all over Japan, commissioned to work at home,
had strained their eyesight, pricked their fingers with needles, and hunched over
and wrecked their backs affixing Barbie’s clothing to those captivating displays.  
 Nor did he know 
that three decades later he’d begin to collect the lipsticks and doll outfits he 
 coveted from a distance.
NRFB: never removed, never handled by anyone since that Japanese housewife 
 gently pulled 
the white thread through the hem of the dress and, on the back of the card, tied a 
 tight knot.
Also on my mantel, in a stack of books: Dodie Bellamy’s latest, Pink Steam. Last 
 year,
after a visit to Chicago, she wrote: “I keep thinking about your Yardley vitrine.”
In the eighties, in San Francisco to do a reading, Kevin and Dodie drove me to
the Barbie Hall of Fame in Palo Alto. Somewhere there’s a photo (Kevin took it)
of me standing in front of a case of Barbies. My destiny—though I couldn’t have 
 foreseen 
it then. It wasn’t until 1993 or 4, rummaging through a cardboard box at the 23rd 
 St.
flea market, that I would discover Francie’s phonograph and garter belt. Francie,
Barbie’s teenaged “MOD”ern cousin, was created in 1966, Mattel’s attempt to 
 reflect 
the swinging youth culture. Shorter and less busty than Barbie, Francie came 
 with “real” 
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eyelashes and an infinitesimal mascara brush. The phonograph was part of 
 Dance Party,
an outfit that included pink crepe dress, white hose, pink heels, two records (one
with a blue label, one a red; both said “Barbie”), chocolate sundae, spoon, and 
 napkin.
The garter belt (which had four pink plastic garters) came with First Things First,
a lingerie set—white nylon sprinkled with brightly colored flowers—“to go with
all of Francie’s fab outfits!” Which I watched my sisters unwrap, uninterested in 
 my Christmas
presents. That morning, Ira had dragged me to the flea market. And there 
 I stood, in the
middle of Chelsea, holding Francie’s diminutive garter belt in the palm of my 
 hand. So 
my collecting began, and I went far on my own pink steam. Somewhere there 
 are photos 
of the display cases in Ira’s and my loft. Lynn Crosbie wrote about them in 
 Phoebe 2002:
  “Don’t touch anything in the display cases!” David said,
  and I stared at them for hours.
  The tableaus of Barbies, Midges, and Skippers,
  reclining, posing, babysitting, and so on,
  each dressed to the nines.
  The kitchen was fully detailed, and included
  plates, silverware, a turkey roasting in an oven.
The best moment was when M.G. Lord, author of Forever Barbie, came to dinner.
She studied the dolls (over a hundred at that point) then said, “It takes a collector
to do it right.” The worst was when Jeffery walked in and said, “Oh, how 
 girlish.”
Another low was when the lips on a blonde bubblecut disappeared before my 
 eyes (exposure
to sunlight). I contacted a restorer well known in the Barbie collecting world. We
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became friendly over the phone.  I told her I wrote poetry; she expressed 
 interest
in reading my work. I included a copy of Answer Song when I mailed her the 
 doll—
$8.00 for a repaint. When next we spoke, she was considerably less friendly.  
 She’d
opened the book to “My Lover,” an explicit litany of my sexual experiences; 
was certain I’d intended to shock her. “You should be more careful who you 
 show
this to. I loved Sylvester when I was into disco, but this was too much for me.”
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She was the first ghost in my life.
A shadow of a person. 
Away at college,
I receive letters from her: news of the cat.
“Kiki has a sickness; she has a 
prescription, and as usual she is very good.”
Home for the weekend,
I step into the 
bright yellow kitchen
that smells of cat litter, 
and say hello.
She is stooping over the cat, 
watching it eat. 
She looks up, a maze of wrinkles
and nicotined teeth. 
A smoky trace of her presence 
escapes between parted lips.
Mother, I’m convinced:
all you ever needed
was a part-time job, 
some Prozac,
and a house cleaner.  
You would have been right as rain.  
M
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 The congery of particles carefully picked one by another
        —Charles Olson, “In Cold Hell, In Thicket”
Each church is a sepulcher, in-
verted. An uncanny valley upward crossed, ascended
through vision. I mean looking, binocular. Imagining St. Mark’s
pejorated inner domes, Mary’s ovigerous golds, dust-incensed, the light plaited with
streaming powders. High-borne shadows, up there, stained
with Pentecostal flames. Who can endure it where it is? Obscurities
of trees/angels/upturned saintly gazes—allegories of the lowest tier. Beasts of light, 
beasts of gold:
                                 where your self is, your beloved is
I see this:
mosques, basso inferno, thermometers of hellish reds, whose memory 
of eternal bloods draws up vermilion heat into their minarets, furnace bricks
for a visionary underworld.
Master?
Is this funereal Gary at nighttime cruised by
on the Skyway? Is it Downriver arched over on i-75, Henry Ford’s own inventive
“Mohammedism”? The beloved text balks me. Dizzies. Why
is the foulness of our internal enemy always projected onto what
we understand least, even as we see it constantly? What mosques did Dante 
see, besides in books?
The Church is catholic—a world-absorbing entity—axialized, Byzantinized, stained 
with its sins, memorial & entombed. Enclosing real & imaginary parts
a cavity in the temporal bone, hollowed out, makes the organs of hearing God
 —a labyrinthiform complex where a teardrop of conductive fluid encompasses the 
self ’s “True North” ulterior solemnity
flecks of suspended calcium unnervingly disorient—
hard to locate.
Who Has Denied to Me the 
Dolesome Houses?
P
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In the mind’s echoic dome in high darkness, a tiny plaited bone taps a stimulus code
frictioned, aperiodic, elusive.
    Θ   Θ   Θ
Downward, then, into the unctuous soul-air, hued
with ruin, cowardice. Squameous dusts of our flaws, unmended. Splendor
havocs the formenting flamelets
whose colors rise like praise. Your discomfort—
consciousness—in this form is only
temporary. Heaven
doth sweeten it as Hell it doth
envenom.
Inferno viii.70-5
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give a girl a chance like ever after entree, to score the ultimate castle, for a 
good price—at public auction, ruined, and by the standards of estates, dirt 
cheap. some one to take this fixer upper. the two happiest buy and sell. per-
haps the most expensive in recent memory, for many times and more. still, 
the majority of stately signature bank account, deep cheshire smile. difficult. 
unload should any symbol. hard-pressed to spend entry-level landlord. plaster 
visible, there are no rules. your newfound psychology castle in lacoste, on 
the back terrace overlooking the moat. selling reluctantly, because his wife 
with twinkling gawk. by the late smashed panes of the 18th-century dressed 
in cherry red pants and a carnation pink shirt, worry about a house like this, 
delightfully dotty and pomp. suppose we should have bought the brueghel—
looking out on well-lived-in kitchen, bataille the gift shop, an inhabitant 
questionnaire focusing on price, brochures, and grainy, amateur clients. the 
titled family for hundreds of years, but division doesn’t display concern. cha-
teau misery. chateau landboat. chateau of the three medieval towers. her robe 
and stocking feet, maintaining them as emblems. more than pleasure retreats, 
but only for the summer months. our job is to look: a luxury hotel advertis-
ing royal portraits, surpassingly comfortable eaves, the overture swept away 
impulsively with neo-gothic headaches. the countryside like one of those 
books, to take care of it, to love it. chooses the person.
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Looking for a fair y-tale castle? 
There are bargains to be had,
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Will I die in a white bed
under instruments and potions
so my feet can grow cold 
in a green light? Will she,
hateful even then, be there to say, 
“I dreamt of death”
Will there be friends to pull 
the curtains back and tender their hearts, 
and all the living to look at me 
when      I can’t look 
untitled
L
O
u
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A match is struck: caught in collages of elastic light and shadow, barefoot 
grammar school boys gallop backward in circles around plaid lawn chairs, 
where others sit and blow on pinwheels made from candy wrappers and 
wire. A bell-shaped boy in the corner, pinched under an umbrella, polishes a 
pair of headphones with a paper wine sleeve. Wind shreds dandelions, pulls 
at blowflies, tongues and rattles the window screens—a heartbeat wanting 
in. It paints dust on the sunroom floor—all in the name of attention and a 
promise made to a white bird pinned to a cloud. Done-up women gummed 
to twinkling milk bottles hunt for hunger or pain, framed with carrot-print 
curtains—the secret claws fitted to this happiness, teetering.
E
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We are wind-up birds. We dance
music boxes dancing 
ballerinas with lost skirts. This
is the city after nine.
A man puts me to his face
in the open air market.
I turn for him until the songs
slow to stop.
Tonight he wears waxy nylons
in his long rooms.
He pulls them over me.
We drive all night for the coast,
road licking our eyes loud;
the unfed child hanging from my collar.
E
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Last week I went to the zoo with your mother.
No one else was involved.
I want to explain myself
when I can be sure you’re not listening. Perhaps you could
turn your head? do something impossible with your hands?
If I were to say, so long
as you are distracting yourself,
All the air seems to have left the room, would that mean
I hope you will stop breathing? I am doing something
impossible with my eyes.
Most of the animals were unpleasant,
and we found it easy to talk about you, though at first
we were surrounded by birds—also unpleasant,
but impossible to talk over.
Please, don’t stop what you were doing.
I want everything you touch.
s
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Every few seconds I check the Bible
to see what Jesus is saying about me. The answer 
is always nothing. Sometimes 
he’s condemning me to eternal damnation, 
but usually nothing. Tonight I am alone, 
wearing my sex shorts, adrift amongst 
the black suburban pools of eternal damnation. 
No, I have not been in love. Yes, 
I have been in love. I am speaking the language 
in which no and yes mean the same, in which 
apricot and goodbye mean the same. 
I am remembering the kudzu of the awful season, 
sitting with you beside the swamp for the last 
time and neither of us knowing it was the last 
time but yes the glass was hello and dragonfly. 
Was it a blessing? They say so in this language. 
Others say this language is dying, or already 
dead. I speak it, nonetheless, while eating 
apricots in the evening of eternal damnation 
where you yell at the map and cut your wrist 
and there is a darkness here that I have only shared 
with my cat, like that guy in the movie who writes 
graphic erotica and goes crazy. One says 
pain near the black pool of everything, 
my back is covered with wax. Every few 
seconds I check the Bible to see what Jesus 
is saying about me. The answer is always nothing, 
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aside from the time he lambasted the outfit I wore 
to the People’s Choice Awards. A green tuxedo. 
Tonight, I am adrift in the suburb of the black sky, 
I am speaking the language in which love
and apricot mean the same, in which pool 
and death mean the same. I said goodbye 
in a suburb like this, years ago. I said 
goodbye in a suburb like this, years ago. 
According to Hercules, if we make an angel 
out of ourselves, that is what we are; if we make 
a devil out of ourselves, that too is what 
we are. See, this is what I am getting at. 
It is the awful season and I am speaking 
the language in which violence and God mean 
the same, in which blood and dragonfly mean 
the same. I am in the orchard of eternity
picking the goodbyes of damnation, I am licking
your dragonfly blood and speaking the language 
in which pain means hello. A black pool, 
a green sky. That is to say, each moment 
without you is a vacant airport, each moment 
without you is a glass apricot. Every few seconds 
I check the Bible to see what Jesus is saying 
about me. The answer is always nothing. Except
today, it’s a bunch of weird stuff about how 
I’m falling into a black pool in some suburb, 
maybe Palatine or something, and just like that, 
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I’ve gone forever. I know! That’s what I thought
too. This is the story, but in this language, this 
is not the story. I am eating red ice,  
harvesting a field of knives. I am speaking 
the language in which heaven and earth mean 
the same, in which sky and white mean the same. 
O Lord, I made this dragonfly for you. Even 
if you do not listen to it, just know, this 
is how I have always felt about you. And I 
am possessed. And I am a fatalist. Do you see 
these bruises? Do you see these bruises? 
They are a sad bouquet. They are a beautiful 
scrapbook. I am floating. I am in love. 
I am dead. On a perfect night, my back is covered 
with wax. O Violence, but I did not want this hello. 
O Lord, I made this dragonfly for you. 
Even if you do not listen to it, just know, I made it 
only for you. 
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Were I to find myself
in a Cessna over the sea
with my California wife 
and a gagged propeller,
     dropping like fruit into
     the laquered Monterey Bay,
never to be heard from again;
corkscrewing to the
very bottom of the ocean, 
inside this cabinliner
so the deeper it gets the darker; 
since after all we are spared a few moments
while eels sidle off and the instruments fill with water,
and trees fall in the woods and the century agave,
which blooms only once upon a hundred years and dies, blooms
and the last of the last ivory billed woodpeckers glints in Arkansas,
what should I concern myself with then?
What turn to my California wife and say?
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I step into a black lacquer elevator designed with an outline edge of gold 
fleur de lis. Pacing with unspoken words or without an inclination to press a 
destination, I fear the residual echo in here (a 4x4 auditorium of a teacher’s 
familiar unfaltering voice). I listen. Think for a moment that I can liquefy 
my body into a pool of bubbles where he cannot find me. The elevator 
door now opens to a dim lit hall. Incandescent sconces walled against red 
draped alcoves are evenly spaced on either side. I begin to speak. This voice 
is not mine but some compilation of sweet tones designed to please. There 
is broken glass everywhere. Tiny pieces that crunch and squeal beneath my 
feet. I stare into the hundreds of squares of refracted light and metamorphose 
into a black crow. My soft feathers spread wide to lift and dip down the hall. 
At the sight of him, pellets drop from me disguised as words. My words fall 
vehemently as a sting of inflammation like a slap of petroleum jelly to a burn. 
They land directly upon him. I circle, and glide closer to glimpse a part of 
him but find instead, another man’s face, nearly bald in gold rimmed glasses, 
with the unmistakable grin of my dead father.  
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The process generates
a little hubbub,
like a gumball machine. 
When summoned from its place 
among the rest of the stock, 
each capsule causes
a bit of noise 
as it works its way down. 
The thing inside each 
of the self-contained bubbles
usually delights. Each 
avatar, pocket monster, 
action figure is its own 
colorful ode 
to presence and form;
an improvement from the old claw 
of a little candy consolation 
for the unobtainable prize.
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 (Lake Bled, Slovenia)
making the castle slide in and out view,
 and although I wanted to focus on what 
  you were saying, the castle loomed up,
directly behind your head, the castle from 1309,
 crowned now with a satellite dish 
  from 2001, a white ambitious year.
Gulls crested the cliff, and the castle 
 slumped away into clouds.
Curious, you turned too—you of finesse,
 of data, tinged by reliable rumors.
I sat breathing the breath of you
 into me. However famous the town was
  for its dish of scarlet horsemeat, after an hour
you ran out of reasons I should try 
 what I’d so heartily refused.
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At first, I thought it seemed not quite yet dark
enough for lights around the labyrinthine
Dakota, that looming huge apartment building
at the western edge of New York’s Central Park.
Like passing the police beside a road
with bleeding victims of fresh accidents
in blankets, waiting for the ambulance,
and speeding on, with someplace else to go,
I didn’t think such things could ever happen
where taxis pulled inside to let them out—
but there had been the shots, the blood, then shouts
of Someone killed John Lennon! through Manhattan . . . 
Subletting for a month, that grey December,
I lived around the corner, not long since
he’d walked out into crowds with vigilance:
they’d celebrate the singer and remember
his dissent as peaceful protest—or indecency—
the real charisma of the superstar
as handsome vagabond—or troubadour
manqué in settled domesticity . . . 
They set aside their differences that day:
they needed love, as if that’s all they’d need—
unhappy men and women with love-beads
and retro granny glasses on display. 
 
They needed love, a swinging pendulum
from life to death that never could mar this 
parade of burning candles—their catharsis 
to feel responsible, to care for him . . . 
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With growing crowds that filled the streets in silence,
I didn’t dare discuss, since he was gone,
the dangers of the mob with anyone—
but knew that singing couldn’t stop the violence.
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From the first day, we wanted to indulge
our appetites, our visceral yearnings 
for more, to taste the quivering jellies 
of touch, blood infusing skin with new heat
at the summits of our chests, the moist caves
of our mouths, to crawl into flesh forests
to restore some passage through greenness, sun
flashing in branches snapping before us
as the world hurtled, shadow-splashed, the air
speaking, a language only we could hear—
the winds, the whispering networks of nerves,
inside our privacy, a deep clearing
surrounding us kneeling at the entrance
to the waiting, tangible, glistening world.
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In the arithmetic of red dresses,
a red dress means go. Unlike most
vagabonds in sturdy boots and a stained
rucksack, I wear a red dress and slingbacks.
And there’ll be no scream from the lady 
in the red dress dancing on her own.
I had to cross the solar system
on foot before I found the first thread
of my red dress. On the night avenue
I am a brag in my red dress: I dare you.
It is only me, sitting in a red dress,
imbibing red drinks.
And the red dress (think about it,
redress) is all neckhole.
I put on that red dress and that is all
I ever did for poetry. A girl who sat
by oranges, wore a red dress. Sometimes
I walk though my village 
in my little red dress all absorbed 
in restraining myself—a woman in a red dress
is the reader’s digest condensed book of love.
All my life I saved for that red dress.
The red dress crumpled like cellophane.
The red dress a wilted petal on the floor.
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[]
everyday i stand up and the world s yess to me ; sit down!
sit down!
there’res no room for you’her fcking nothing.
[]
but i da now!
i say i am!
i am and that must b other people who feel.
otherwise there’d be no no thing s.
[]
gertrude can you here me >
can you hear me?
there s cobwebs n the creases f the concrete >
i’m frayed you’ve been painfully misunderstood.
[]
but ya’ll should no that what i love and what i don’t r noe differenet.
[]
televisno says kids are a show so they become n screen.
[]
i say i learn’d to life from the pictures n some laugh.
[]
but there is some truth s in all images, images because to replicate is to say 
someone learned ‘t somewhere someone felt.
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[ time in the veins of someone 
who turns eggs for a living ]
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n how can you say no that s not that happen’d?
i am determined 2 happen even if the world kills.
at least it killed n i lived.
at least i fell the truth n becoming.
[]
the truth in remembering those times when we were young n didn’t have 
2 take care of sleeves we remember those s better because we didn’ have to 
thing most often most ly a feeling like the feeling from falling asleep when 
someone else drove and oyu could tell you were moving but it felt like a bath 
instead of a marathon.
[]
i have to close my eyes to feel anything now i.
have to close my eyes i.
have to close my eyes i under y.
[]
but if everything s talking n a room i can curl up n corner sleep ng.
why?
[]
s only motion so y can’t i leave r love the birds talking at 2am?
[]
it could be but s nt comforting s scare s me why i have to go back to the 
fetus again plum.
sweet plum sweet fair s th’air any other way?
[]
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speared whide my narrow hands and grabbed no thing.
jabbed air.
[]
n an empty bottle n a black room back to the [whitemade] negro cave.
[]
i noe understand why michelle crisis all the time.
[]
i can’t tell if my knees are really wet or just cold.
can’t believe my house s this clean, n my body s this old.
[]
there s a narrow f ’air about something that s sour n sweet.
you get the bold st of both extremes.
[]
but this candy‘sas 2 much packaging cloud you tell you weren’t that happy 
with it.
weren’t that comfortable?
i’m uncomfortable.
2 long 2 notice on is t’ought it.
[]
(not be honest about it)
[]
0
you pay eight dollars for something stupiud n the whole thing fell.
n then chris comes n wanting 2 explain and there s no thing 2 b explained.
[]
take everything!
take anything.
i’m shame’d either.
[]
you are not you but a lesson in learning people.
[]
y the fuck who’d watch a funeral on tv?
i’m hurt!
i’m dying!
i’m leaving!
i feel sick.
[]
so when you really like someone wyou don’ know what do you thing
why do you feel’ned 2 talk n deeep perception?
[]
i sat n the couch for a long time n think n there s much 2 say but omen 
(none) be s life’that feel s like thin s be—come n from n—other contain, e, 
ment (continent)
[]
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i c’and believe you didn’t wanna kiss r makeout instead of eat!
we had to do something with r teeth.
[]
i feel the need to love and alarming rate.
n i feel the please to speak or say such a thing s now’here.
[]
i do not subscribe to your form of a life that negates me.
[]
repeatedly.
[]
not today but tomorrow,
[]
not tomorrow but the day after,
[]
not the day after but the day endured,
[]
not the day endured but the day imagined,
[]
not the day imagined but
the day—
             (done)

Generally, I am taller and require 
translation, so when you inquired, 
ou est la gare? I heard la guerre 
and told you the war was over there, 
bathing in that wading pool of light—
klieg or fresnel, who can tell? See, 
by that trollope of architecture, 
the veranda, stands Mr. Pasternak
in an Astrakhan hat—he is the only 
Boris I have ever loved. He asks 
for change for a ruble, but who has 
pockets in dreams? This is only
a border skirmish. But enough about
me—what do you think of me, you 
sans symbol, sweetest of all the sueños? 
Your special effects excel—I can 
never get enough of that mirror ball.
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financial fraud all gone up for grabs
for who can stomach fossil fuel
retreating to the bedroom
where a war tribunal lodged
its shrapnel in a child’s eye halfway
round the globe now drive 
’twas grace that taught my heart
to fear black-iced promises,
his fractured femur jutting through
asking to be nursed back to health—
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Smashing fishbowls in the basement so inconsequential.
Had taken twelve steps but only needed three.
Abuse survivors the company he hardly wanted kept.
No need to fuss nor attend to the décor.
His body but retirement home where the soul can lounge.
If it works to your advantage well then why not.
Had simply wanted to be left alone.
Stretched out to accommodate his anal rage sufficed.
Therapy and the latest meds kept at bay.
For what was sorely needed was beyond anybody’s reach.
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What was my last gift to you, this slack heart,
This white gaze? Tell me the first token,
Brown berry or red river comb?
Do you remember that night on yon lean hill
When you and I were at the foot of the rowan
Tree, and the night was freezing?
We counted our days in nights, sorcerers, not
State animals. You twisted my tresses
To shoe my bare foot.
You made a pet out of a word-bird that landed 
On your shoulder, a wasp-orchid, Irish-looking,
That flew out peacefully.
A higher wave erased it like a face drawn in sand
At the edge of the sea, and for a while
I no longer used the word,
Even though I adore it. Where the corner of the room
Curves down like a beak, you came over to walk 
Between the open bay window,
Your deepest step shaded like ovaries perhaps
Against the heavens——as sometimes a child’s presence
Will happen only later.
Leave now those windows, and close my hands not resting
Their blood-infused elbows reduced to write
A l’eau rose
Songs whose story is elsewhere, passing through the opposite
Of what is being approached, that
Will not end sweetly.
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The churchish skyline when it is almost snow-covered
Will give the feeling of something being
Taken away:
A woman-chair, whose song of rubbed thoraxes 
Calls to love, but makes the breath virginal
Again. She does not like
To sing me the last verses, with their meagre
Reassurance for suffering, no doubt accompanying us
The furthest along our way.

 But what does it matter what reality is outside myself, so long as it has 
 helped me to live
      —Charles Baudelaire
The snow
       settled & there
affirming an existence
 signing the cross
    w/ a ball point pen.
   Inside this globe
   no thing
   shakes this scene. 
Winter of
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Say the boy has sprouted two stag horns overnight. Say a shadow leapt
    upon him where he lay, and they suddenly appeared,
viscid but not demonic—not even in the way they’d grown from skull 
    and crown: by magic, yes, but not the sort
that whispers from a lumbering wight, whose hands cradle a sprig of ivy
in the cold snap of the water-clock, or a workaday concoction
    of threadbare dolly, pushpins, and a cauldron grimacing out its dregs. 
No—say instead this boy was visited by the residue of enchantment,
    the spell alighting here in the unimagined past—say, in this very spot— 
and never yet released. Say this boy, a naughty boy, 
    a sleeves-in-tatters boy of uncertain consequence, is only the escrow 
of a magic squawking its way from here to there, and someday 
        there to you: except, this time, it was him 
and not you. Say the boy is no longer a boy at all, now fracturing light 
    with a loll of his head, now weary of his own majesty, 
now bowing his branches whenever fearful, or curious, or falling in love.
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someone still makes sexton’s bed   cleans plath’s
oven   the work we leave outstanding   I might well be
crossing berryman’s bridge this bridge   dearborn over
the chicago river running   running my own tires
hug edges of my lines and the river’s below
the bridges we try
and fail   I had
come to once to see a print
of van gogh sunflowers
on the bathroom wall and fell again livid,
flagellant   Now drizzling gray   september late,
we write the crossing over a river pushing   pushing
even the edge lines of itself   We are left
in the Loop dearborn street bridge
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Sadly, we are all angles and geometrics. 
Nothing fits. Me and my backhanded, 
back-roomed speakeasy of a mouth, 
my terracotta limbs. Swoon me 
and I faint from a balcony into pure 
black lacquer and red velvet chairs. 
No room for ghosts with everything
so symmetrical. Your machine gathers
heat in the basement beneath women
hanging their stockings in pink-tiled 
bathrooms, smoking long cigarettes 
and hiding behind their hair. It’s erotic, 
the perpendicularity of stone and 
hotel lobbies. Gin-soaked, even the 
broken elevator makes me hot. 
letter to my ar t deco lover
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be offered at his grave,
though we were awkward about it,
exposed to do so, there on the cliffside 
above the strait. I remembered how once 
Ray asked friends to offer thanks at a meal
because he knew they did it
when he wasn’t there.
I already had my eyes closed,
because that’s how I learned to pray
as a child.  This made a voice 
the prayer and of the world.  
The voice said: the prayer will be a moment
of silence in which we each
offer up a prayer.
Silence then.
And, while we were in the middle of it, wind 
rushed like a hand over the chimes 
above the stone.
I thought: he’s here! 
and so did everyone else.  
We even spoke about it
afterwards. Let ourselves know.
That’s how he came to be 
with us, through a moment
as its own speaking.  
I heard all of him 
in that broken-open
eternity—bright metal
fumbling sea air. 
Then the wild precipice of peace 
in which earth itself
falls away. 
The silence 
after the silence.
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“So what,” he says. He’s
fifteen, has seen heads
blown from bodies—legs,
arms, entrails strewn.  
“So what.” He is clutching 
a rifle, leveling his 
no-man’s-land black eyes 
into the camera.
He’s been fighting for years.
Something mirthful
plays at the corners
of his mouth. If the camera
turned into a gun
he would empty his rifle
into the cameraman
with his last breath.
And even as he breathes it
he won’t believe
it’s his last.  
He hasn’t belonged
to himself perhaps ever.
A last breath is what the living
worry about. He isn’t a thing
like that. He’s a soul
who craves bullets. Looking into him
is like staring into 
a small clenched sun. 
    
And so you finally see him,
dulled on his haunches
by your shadow. And you become
for a moment, some vagabond god,
and you bless him. That’s
what gods are for. Now
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withdraw the god.
Withdraw the blessing. That’s how
it’s done. The emptying out
of several words, two
souls, many gods.
Only human.
Bullet. Bullet. Bullet.
Dead. Only dead.
Are you with me?
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makes no sound. Analogous to CIA
intelligence, one’s ability to transport de-
pends on what will stick
to wood. Would pureed cauliflower admit
an addition of black walnuts if
particulates of saltines
were added? Avoiding gravity, let’s
just say, necessitates a mudge.
A secret, invisible chopstick 
accompanies, no matter what observers
deny. A finger gets into the act
when things turn awkward. How
easily the who-done-it shifts to
what-done-it, because blame
always spreads. Congress
demanding more and better
intelligence wants someone to
save the day. I say: break
the invisible stick! break it
all to peace.
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ochre girl between suitcases not her own, weighs the dollar given her 
at the entrance. she’s made the beeline past the like-new rack, V.C.
Andrews, and all the fluttering denim. her rummage is always clean,
a system of dance, eyes front and weaving. from primary to color,
today is Yellow. almost nothing will do—not Clifford, not Blues
Clues, and certainly not Barney. every other week, the cast changes
hands, painting her reliance on the 36 Broadway. maybe if it wasn’t
always on the same day, always when there were no shadows. she
settles in on a My First Cinderella, whose stained dress spoke the
canary code for this always day of Thursday. Cindy did not approve
of no longer being a Princess, a second-rate Bedtime Disney. ochre 
girl knew why Cindy had gouged out her own eyes, left them at the 
doorstep of the first home in protest. among the ruins of an Activity 
Atom, where the base gave way to space-aged polymer plastic,
she pockets two marbles. while no one is looking, she is busy,
setting the world back in each socket. 
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They asked us if we wanted our room haunted or not, so we took the 
haunted one hoping for evidence. When it came I pulled the covers up over 
my head and prayed it would go away. When it came to my husband during a 
nocturnal bathroom visit, he closed his eyes and ran back to bed.
 At breakfast other guests said they heard crashing noises all night 
like the sound of pots and pans banging. We heard nothing but the cook’s 
radio playing heavy metal. Here’s some advice stay away from restaurants 
advertising “the original battlefield food.” 
During the tour, a guide told us about the hole in the fabric between time 
and space. It goes like this, a woman took a picture of a remodeled house 
but on film the house appeared exactly as it did during the battle, sans siding 
or electric porch light. Or like, when crossing a small ditch in town, some 
have felt a tug on their pantlegs, by the ghosts of soldiers who drown there. 
Because of the hole even Eisenhower prowls the upstairs of the post office, 
once his summer White House. Later in the bar, for further proof the guide 
showed us a photograph a customer sent in of a white vapor hovering over 
the bedspread. Now that’s quite a tear in the fabric of time and space.
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a Memor y Forgotten 
remembered
   once a santera told me 
    after reading my tarot cards 
     that i shouldn’t swim too far 
    out into the ocean 
  or go swimming at night 
 that i was a water sign 
   and was destined to drown
    something forgotten  remembered 
     at four in the morning after swimming 
    out into lake michigan
  when i turned my head back 
 to see how far out i was
   and saw a faint image
    of friends on the beach
     wading in the water 
    i looked ahead of me
  all i saw was darkness
 black water too deep
   to measure by eye
    realizing my fate 
     was in the hands of oshun
    i checked to see 
  if i was still wearing
 my necklace 
   with the charm
    of our lady of charity
     and darted back to shore
i am a pisces 
my saint is our lady of charity 
in santeria our lady of charity is oshun’s saint
 ~ o ~
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oshun rules over the water of the world
she is the goddess of the oshun river
she embodies love beauty and fertility 
she represents the blood flowing through and creating human life
she is associated with culture and the fine arts 
she is the youngest of the orishas and the messenger to the house of olorun
she is married to shango (the sky god) 
her colors are yellow and gold and her number is 5 

On tundra I have seconds to hold flesh
not yet frozen. Drafted into endless days
of horripilation, I survive only to hunt
to survive. Wounds heal when I want:
before the pain arrives. After 
centuries of forgetting, danger still crouches
beneath horizons. Sky waves hover over 
sea level, untouched. Smokeless skies.
I await darkness again, the safety of desolation.
There’s nothing where time is no friend, 
and hunger stirs to master monotony.
I have killed off everything but
a few stray hunters. Every day, my foot-holes
in snow-crust stay ahead of wolves
that will someday stumble on my silhouette—
glimmering cool on the tundra.
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Ryan, my firewood was dry too and 
Smelled like hickory (not much but it tinged the grill)
And now it’s wet. It
Wets and damps. Mold
Molds it, and all my fire’s
Toxic. This I know because I come
From a family of barbecuists.
*
“Smoke,” my eldest uncle says, “is what
Killed your aunt.  Tore her from
Shoulder to hip. Like a guitar strap.”
My eldest uncle loved her like he loved 
Acoustics. My eldest uncle
Later that year died in the alley all of us 
Die in. And his father died. And his huge father
Lived on in story and song.
Feast days. My uncle didn’t. What I’m saying
Is meat is the matter. The grill
Is what is the matter. The wood 
Was always so: wet, old, infected and
Riddled.  
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 A colour “shines” in its surroundings. (Just as eyes only smile in a face.) 
                  —Ludwig Wittgenstein
This isn’t really about color, is it?
All this talk about panes, opaque or transparent, 
and the impossibility of one being white and clear. 
Or, to see a room in late evening and then in light, 
from memory paint the greys of semi-darkness 
and compare the colors of the objects with their neutral likeness.
I’m weary of this argument, 
just call this pane clear and colorless 
so you can drop it and help me with this:
When my grandmother in her dementia says to me 
“It’s nice to see you. I really like you,”  
who is the “you” to her? And does she mean what she says? 
Does she even mean to say that?
And six minutes later when the light is more direct and she says 
“It’s nice to see you. I like you. I really do,”  
does she know whom she’s trying to convince?  
And does she mean it then? 
And for one more time to see a smile in her blackened eyes—
what amount of light would need to stream through this kitchen window?
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Take the box of letters your mother left
inside her closet. Touch the curled stamps,
the torn envelopes. There are partial letters
stopped at Hello—, or I wanted to say—,
conversations, apologies, lost. You imagine
the last time you saw her: lips sewn shut, hands
folded around the cross she swore she’d never
wear. In that box, she’s left a bone, a ring, 
bled ink, paper shreds. Take the letters 
and line your ceiling with her jagged Rs, 
fractional Ls. Find the ones written from 
the hospital where she finger-wrapped her 
wrists, traced the jut of her collarbone, caught 
tufts of her hair in her hand and sent them 
to you. At night, braid the strands, pretend 
you will send them back, receipt requested.  
Brush your palms over the Dears—. Look for 
her in each watermark. Invade every last room.
Find: a smudged love—, twice, a farewell—  
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is what will not stop coming through the windows
all day coming through the doors like children
taking turns playing taps on a leaky bugle not knowing
where the tune comes from keeping me
on the other side of the room by the fire reading
a poet’s lines about new mexico about robin
and sally and meredith how long ago 
lying beneath robin the high desert sand
in her fists a plastic syringe or a man 
with blond hair or my shoulders as she came on top 
crying and sally strapping on her six-string to teach me
how to play “california dreamin” saying don’t be afraid
to change chords before you think you’re ready the tracks
on her forearms shifting as she walked up and down the 
bass strings or meredith telling her stories over
beer-talk that blew up from the parking lot how she 
drank a twelve-pack tried to beat the train and the night
I lifted her out of her wheelchair we did all we could 
on the dance floor how they came to be part of a history a rosary
I need to say I don’t know why today it’s just the wind
will not stop coming through the windows 
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Like Chaucer’s opening lines of swich licour
now there’s the occasional slip dress
to prompt the oh and the oh yeah—
also the gardenia fragrance
the husband doesn’t know he will purchase
before the light crosses the mattress.
I struggle against routinized ecstasy and ruin.
We’ve known too much. Yet still expect expectation.
April’s.
It feels wrong, growing old in the coldest month of spring:
me, on this late pilgrymage
and the third husband so full of courage—
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 for Stephin
Reversal is overdue: the last change
of polar fields when man
was carving stone into weapons.
We know the earth’s fluid core
of molten iron
emerges in a lava flow
like infinite tiny compasses
drawing South as a new North;
we know the random, chaotic flips
depress honeybees, homing pigeons,
Zambian mole rats, salmon, whales, frogs, newts,
bacteria, crops and release solar storms.  
Then there’s the ozone damage.
Then there are baby loggerhead turtles
on an 8,000-mile swim around the Atlantic
using magnetic clues to check bearings.
Can you do something to save love
from inevitable collapse? I wouldn’t know.
Except to save scraps of paper,
offending
where I mean to make sense of reversals.
So in a couple thousand years 
my magnetic north will be sonnet.
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I learned to cook lasagna
 from a woman with no herbs or spices
     in her
  small body
make a house
 a coliseum with layers
  of wet noodle     jarred sauce 
   cheese upon 
 cheese
the vegetables have fossilized in the freezer 
 and realizing we don’t have 
  enough pots for all 
   we’re trying to cook
guesstimating how much to make when it’s only one 
 and a half of us
  our alley stacked in still
 edible waste 
 because who wants to live 
  off left-overs 
if I let him help 
 he has skin like putty       cool-whip light 
  impressionable
   and burns are signs 
of failure      my fingers are full of it
 red and white 
  my sister cooks food that feeds
  the soul 
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so she tried to wise me how to fry
 chicken   churn cornbread into your dressing 
  with a hand
   slow 
   simmer
   greens
but I am clumsy in the kitchen and
 in bed and in 
 general    I burned my   first
 casserole 
and cried    she can conjure a whole
 family reunion of food in one kitchen 
   chocolate cake that makes
  you hallucinate
 pie that makes you curse
 banana pudding that leads
  to the bedroom
but even that don’t 
 keep a husband
 she says
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Ivan says, if numbers were alphabet I would be E. 
And gets gladly lost in his own deep field. 
Then I get it: like not knowing things’ names
in a foreign canyon, the word for the bird,
every step it seemed more slippery, see,
creek reflecting on the escarpment,
tendrils of that most luscious proof 
impermanence. . . . See, you could make a 
description off it, or an equation. Blow it. 
In the clean math at the cliff ’s edge, one is a.
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skin. 
my own i found lame. without legs. no fingers or feet. amputee. and useless 
without its extremities. 
skin. 
hers were my missing parts. hers was dark dark. hers was italian made her 
proud. her skin screamed at me. loud. and out of my eardrums—cum. 
skin. 
laid on her like fish scales. sturgeon fins and mackerel tails. on them i 
weighed out. splayed out. on them laid out. 
her skin a river an ocean a pond. i stepped on. and me so heavy i didn’t show 
up. my bloat my fat my flower my bad luck. her scale said, her skin read: try 
again. 
skin. 
cannot be weighed on scales, it’s true. there was one in her bathroom, brand 
new. she got up bare. no room for me in her morning prayer.
i woke up: to her measure of edible sins. my skin without its limbs—lonely 
til she came back in. and the scale beeping beeping. the covers wet from my 
stumps, their weeping. 
her skin. 
in winter put my face on it. with cheekbones fished. on her skin my temples 
itched. my lips on her had found their twins.
 
skin. 
i tried her sweat. wanted to like the taste, the wet. become sated on that drip-
ping flesh. and drip it did, and fell, and hanged. came down in waves. made 
me gag. 
skin. 
hers as big as a house. i got lost. between the cabinets and the den. found my 
way again. went into the kitchen where i spied her thighs. hanging from the 
window, tied. like garlic garlands, onion braids. took them down and then 
sautéed. ate. 
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The Bruce Springsteen in my forearms
stopped wearing denim long ago.
I am more plaid and less neon.
More white collar and less white smoke.
The Camaro in my heart hissed
one last time in ’93, before the radiator
spoke up and said this decade
shall be no more. I see this everywhere.
Excessive zippers are not coming back.
The Michael Jackson in my soul squeals
at the image of the Michael Jackson
in my present tense. Time has dismantled
history or vice versa. Come back tomorrow
and try to put yourself together again.
Note to self: stop saying heart and soul
in public. It’s bad form to let your person
hang all over your belt line.
There’s a piece of the Berlin wall
on the mantelpiece of my collective conscious.
There’s a mythological bird on the hood
of my neighbor’s car that keeps flying away.
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I remember 
my grandmother’s house on Vincennes
Sleeping with my mother 
Sneaking into the kitchen
to steal a lemon from the refrigerator
She thought it was ice
when I held it against her leg
She jumped
out of her sleep 
 So I did it again.
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The label, the well, the small dog’s eye, the thick
paste of shoe polish, the typed words, the wardrobe, 
the stubborn soap that mechanics use, the dirt 
road’s bend at night, the movie screen’s tragic, quiet
end, after names and music have rolled by, the cold
dependable sorrow that comes when the next scheduled bus,
leaving for the city where cigars and whiskey are free, is missed.
The slow horse, the blindfold, the record left 
in the car warped by the sun, the teeth of nightmares, 
mountains with their faces ripped open, the addict’s 
thumbnail, lungs, memory of the sex abuser. Unplanted
seeds in the pouch, the water of the river, of a town
that’s defined by the river, the light switch, the storm 
lacerating the open field in a seizure of rage, Ash Wednesday.
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 /Introit/
Dear J., 
Fold your hands & bow your head, then make love, duly, to your conception 
of 
a) love
b) God.
This needn’t be amorous, though an ardent heart ensures full-out results, the 
kind worth a tattoo or a couple of drinks, big, I think, & with lots of color. 
I won’t be jealous. But do this on a Sunday, a Saturday even, for irony’s sake 
should you fall short & to your knees. Good, now allow the radio its outside 
voice, preferably something in Spanish. If you get the urge to climb out of 
windows or smoke old birthday cards, you’ve gone too far (though, it’s worth 
mentioning, neither of these pursuits is shameful in & of itself).
Love, 
       E.
 /Kyrie Eleison/
Dear J., 
This morning you won’t hear yourself breathing or sense the flume in your 
fourth chamber as you digest the morning’s brilliant solicitude. No matter. 
Sometimes there are enough hours in the day, but today that’s just not the 
case. I’m not saying God is in the books, or that last night’s (favorite licen-
tious activity) will leave you unfed. But I am saying something good. Your 
hands are filthy, but your heart is a hotel room all made-up & ready for 
spillage. Come on, sinner, come closer. This is the good part.
Love,
       E.
 /Gradual/
Dear J.,
Illuminate something larger, roundabout, with the swiftness of the sirocco & 
daftness of a lover, clean-shaven, fresh sheets on the bed. This is it, the dress 
rehearsal & no one is waiting for you in the wing. The choir is holding their 
breath in suspended unison—no one knows their lines anyway. Cathedrals, by 
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name, stand in the shape of a cross, Christ’s shocked spine overlay’d in ambulatory.
                                (Always I’m mixing metaphors.)
My vertebrae, on the other hand, are tired from overuse, from holding the body’s 
shape, the head up high, limbs akimbo, always in working condition. You say gut-
tural, I say apse. You say Ave, I say Maria. 
 Love,
        E.
 /Sequence/
Dear J.,
This is a test. Question 1. What do the following words have in common? 
mimesis
jump cut
speakeasy
caveat. 
When I was little I slept, ate, & read in a closet. Question 2. Where do you sleep, eat, 
& read? Tally up your scores & burn a list of things you’d like to touch. Then burn a 
second list, each entry documented in the following order:
scar/ date of issuance/ object/ resultant narrative.
 Love,
         E.
 /Offertorium/
Dear J.,
Have you checked the strongbox lately? We’re fresh out of wonder. To complicate 
things, your favorite brand of desire has been taken off the grocery shelves, its logo 
now gossamer & faint. I hope you will be okay. For luck and consolation, I have 
included one (1) each of the following:
      —Soap for clean hands &, ultimately, in hopeful result, an equally clean heart
      —A to-scale model of the I-74 Bridge, braving the Mississippi IL to IA, for
          structure
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      —Paint, in tubes, both claret & gold, for jubilation
      —A small bird’s skull, brittle, an obvious nod to ephemera & the joys of flight.
 Love,
        E.
 /Sanctus/ 
Dear J.,
The sublimation point of Carbon lies at -171°F. ‘It is indeed right & salutary that 
we should at all times and in all places’ divine new ways to extend & mix metaphor, 
which, you’ll note, I’ve done successfully (see postcard labeled /Gradual/). Do not 
remain hollow, unless you plan on becoming a vessel. Do not devote yourself to 
salacious matters, save those stemming from persons set apart & blessed with the gift 
of sight.  This gift, however, must stand sans reservation, qualm, or any other variety 
of disbelief. These persons are rare, & must therefore be either 
a) praised
b) envied
or
c) forgotten to various volumes of books, & the like.
 Love,
        E.
 /Benedictus/
Dear J.,
Are you a messenger? Where do you come from? Can you speak? If not, I will 
understand, & likely hire a tutor or mime to aid you in your pursuits, should you 
so desire. So far I have received only one letter from you, though perhaps I have re-
ceived more & have misread your script & florid insignia across the envelope’s flap. 
Your letter states often you are without voice. Tell me, your address, does it begin 
with a 7? If not, please disregard this note. Or better yet, consider it fodder for an 
abandon on a park bench. For the first time last night I could make out Cassiopeia.   
 Love,
        E.
 /Agnus Dei/  
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Dear J.,
In some not-so faraway farm just North, East, West, or even South of here, 
lambs I’ll never hold bleat in fields I’ll never walk through with or without 
shoes. Have you ever pressed your ear to a horse’s belly, felt its exhale hot on 
your cheek, so fresh you swear you belong inside its hide? That swimming 
swarth, thick bulk of muscle & synapse. The miniature ones are the same, 
only on a smaller scale. As for relationships between mammals, please follow 
the general guidelines below. Feel free to come up with some of your own.
Directions: Fill in the blank according to each parallel. 
    1. lamb : horse :: barn razing : ______
    2. horse : silence :: Joseph Cornell’s shadowboxes : ______ 
    3. tying a lover down : renewal :: lamb : ______ 
 Love,
        E.
 /Communion/
Dear J.,
This is why cities burn, why this morning’s paper read ‘No More Foolish 
Hearts’, why no one quite remembers the import of antiseptic, mercenary to 
health & clean sheets. Tear out all the Introductions to the books you never 
read. Though Intro equals intent, it’s not summary we’re after, but the shape 
of fire manifest in the flesh, that secular form, glisten’d & keen & ultimately 
in ruin. We want nameless iridesce reflected in beveled glass, we want co-
alescing of sparks into a single magnified piety. 
Pray with me: Avatar, frisson, relinquish. Repeat.
     Avatar, frisson, relinquish. Repeat.
What more than a testament to the faint & glorious light lining the body’s 
heat & form?
 Love,
        E.
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My grandfather thinks 
 This is my rifle. 
death is like slipping into an endless foxhole and
 There are many like it, but this one is mine. 
ending up in the moment you loved best, saying
 My rifle is my best friend—it is my life. 
whatever it is you wanted most to say then
 I must master it as I must master my life. 
(come with me, I love you),
 Without me my rifle is useless. 
when really all you said was
 Without my rifle, I am useless. 
that’s my train. My grandfather killed many men 
 I must fire my rifle true. 
on the beaches of Okinawa and loaded
 I must shoot straighter than my enemy who is trying to kill me. 
all 9.5 lbs of his gun around the island for weeks.
 I must shoot him before he shoots me. 
I have never held a gun.
 I will.
Okinawa, he assures me, was not all carbine and sinew.
 Before God I swear this creed. 
He woke, he says, every morning to the prayer
 My rifle and myself are defenders of my country. 
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of Reville and poured sand through his hands remembering
 We are the masters of our enemy. 
to bottle some for Laura 
 We are the saviors of my life, so be it. 
waiting years in a Dakota schoolhouse,
 Until there is no enemy but peace. 
sifting snow through her numbing fingers each winter day.
 Amen.
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 for my father
Scarcely read into, I am bleak blemish,
water-damaged, rabbit-eared, mouldered.
I am your dissertation, hid shamefacedly
among the stacks. You were the cheap doctor 
who wore research thin, slipped
a dollar between my shoulder blades.
For the students to find. Twenty years later, 
you come back to me. I am still green.  
Education has since backed me up 
against many a particleboard bookcase.  
A book is but a place-marker, 
rough-ridden, soiled by marginalia.  
Underlines, a mark of insincerity.  
And the highlighters bled through me, 
pink, green, and yellow, 
yellow, yellow.  
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 In another  place, not here, a woman might touch something  between beauty  and 
 nowhere . . . but I tried to imagine a sea not bleeding . . . 
       —Dionne Brand, No Language is Neutral
In another place, not here, ocean drones on endlessly,
   
     undisturbed by the wail, the memory of mouths possessed,
mouths who now possess the water
The blue, unbroken, feeds into itself, not gluttonous, not ravenous,
     as if everything   as if tomorrow     will never come—but effortless, as water is
as the body in water is    
The body full with itself     full with the weight of its crystalline organs, 
     its bottomless unsung melodies     It balloons, 
a water-filled kiss, defies     the science of gravities     always,
     eventually seeking to the surface, the shore, this edge 
we struggle to keep in line     The lie
     of our parchment skins settled in the spine of this moth-eaten fable
the frozen solid ground     but in the giving way ground
our lazarus story where dandelion breed
     bare even calloused even nigger-foot tread upon     this land     this land, everywhere
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fruitful and wanton      This land of
     which we are and are not     and not the water . . . 
In another place, not here     god speak    harmony of seasons sleeping and wake
     Scavenging continues the wrecked journey onward
Slivers of wood to pray by, to build upon a ship directional
Here, handmade fire, poreless skin     Beautiful
     if a cloud of smoke we are, this paltry residue
kings and queens for centuries
     a golden-age smudge of sun on a wall     a hieroglyph of intellect and might
The water tongue     a sea song chain of ocean floor we speak
     through ripple and wave     fishtail hook in the mouth of called current
We speak, we speak through codes of fingers, writhing hips.
     Children born     a sentence of hope
and this healing in words
     adequate only for the getting across, the gist of it not lost somewhere
but verging the horizon, only     the other side of that inexact
      that ceaseless dawning line
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Because we are built of rest as well.
Because rest locates us, a parallel chase
to here, our bodies tamping down the earth,
ribbons of drowse and float
scrimshawing our bones. A source
overflowing of itself, a genealogy
of sleep, generations of night
skies seeping forth in scentless drifts.
And for dreams beyond the broken
shore, the bird-haunted ocean,
the nets cast down in woven waves,
beyond the capturable remains
of anything we’ve wanted.
Because rest fills us with moments
lifted writhing from their shells,
the gnarled, opalescent shells
we describe in vain to anyone
who’ll listen, while the living flesh
we devour without a thought,
like stones falling to the ocean floor,
where they lay, forgotten in our time,
but also whole, protected,
the way sleep comes still and liquid,
and waits for us on a forgotten shore.
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she bit, bites bigger. the bad-
der bits not bitter, but better, 
the last bite, bigger. bet her. bet 
her ten and five feet of small 
intestine, she won’t get better 
but bite back bigger, the badder 
bits not bitter. we all were bitty 
biters, bit by bite, we bit her. 
she bites back badder, to spite 
the cancer in her. she won’t 
get better, the last sweet bite 
will get her. not bitter, badder, 
bigger, but bit by bite, forget 
her. 
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My mother said the future was inside 
My shoes, that I could be fitted by light.
Be careful with high places, she told me.
Feet formed like yours always complicate stairs.
So clumsy, just short of crippled, I thought
I was turning into one of the lame.
I counted the limpers and the hobblers,
The crutches, the canes, and the chairs on wheels.
My mother, who believed white shirts and ties
Were earned, trusted my walk to the wisdom 
Of the carefully dressed, the dark-suited
Like Mr. Eck, who praised the fluoroscope
While he studied the bright bones of my feet.
What you have isn’t cancer, he murmured;
It’s not the beginning of World War III.
And I blinked like a doll, remembering
How boys, when the bomb fell in my comics,
Were skeletons and then nothing at all, 
The sky over the earth turning as green 
As the heavens on another planet
Or my feet inside new, corrective shoes.
The fluoroscope was the future, its time
Marked on Mr. Eck’s radium watch, wound 
And running accurately in the dark,
Flooding my feet in the green broth of size
To come if the Russians didn’t destroy
The brilliance of my body. I squinted
And stared to the bone, reminding myself
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That anybody could be alien, 
Slew-footed by the chance of birth, dancing
The secret ballet of the built-up arch
Until the well-dressed declared you perfect.
 

This napping organ
is being taught. 
Is muted against the coiling
bristle in my throat. The fingered stroke of 
hair into hawsers; into those
dormant rows. The way a mother still thinks 
she can tear you
into something like a fray of harm. There
was always every type of iron
so close to our skulls. Time had come
and was growing out of our hair.  
I was muffled under its weight. I’d said
“we are not such tenderheads any more.”
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We’re on the roof
again and Mike says
the sky looks like pink ash
and I think that’s the best thing
either of us could have said.
Yesterday they found a woman locked
in a storage trunk
across the street
and today everyone is locked
in their apartments.
There was never enough
oxygen in this world for all 
of us anyway or breath
enough to curse our gods
for these fingernails.
What feeble instruments
we were given 
to scratch our way out.
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As the Mind wears its thoughts—
so our smile assumes its teeth.
Four of my brain cells are marching
endlessly in circles while “Pop Goes
the Weasel” erodes from a tin
radio. There are five chairs
and when the music stops
they scramble each to a seat
and appear confused.
Upon the straight-laid, fresh
wetted planks in the captain’s deck
of my mind
there is a captured seal
struggling within rope netting,
recently extracted
from an unfamiliar sea.
And though that rough buckled tweed
performs its signature
upon the wet paper of the seal’s flesh;
that intrusive net is defined—
in form and in function—
by the shape of that seal’s struggle:
in flux of an escape.
It is no more the fly
caught within the web than 
the web caught between two walls.
In my mind every bowling lane
leads to Narcissus’s smile. And though
it requires no persistence
but acceptance
to punch out a pin or two
from below that upwards slant—
you must be quick
to catch a glimpse of the space
behind those molars before 
some punctual arm
reaches down and replaces it
with a Dentist’s precision.
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There were girls waiting at the gate
but we were homonyms away from 
understanding each other, like halve
and have, like “let me hold you,” or “I hold you 
responsible.” Hospital bed or house arrest
were the idylls we lived for. I promised to name 
my firstborn, Influenza, for a better shot at the flu.
A knot of spectators got killed and unravelled 
into the lake. We discussed the particular
lattice patterns we liked to use in our lasagna,
never mind that the party line was 
that we were lucky to get linseed cake. 
Oh the milk of magnesia that required—
mouthful after mouthful from mirrored spoons. 
Some of us started muttering multiplication
tables, others went mute. It didn’t matter.  
The die landed on a one-spot, which was 
exactly how far we were going to get—
one step into the orchard opposite, then 
chalk outlines for everyone. The pep rallies 
were horrible. The only thing that helped 
with the palpitations was to hold
a paper nautilus to your ear and listen to 
the sighing of its parallel seas. Somewhere 
in there were seagulls whose pinfeathers 
were starting to unfurl, families taking Polaroids 
of the piles of quahogs they’d collected, 
a shopkeeper opening his shutters while 
his space heater happily hummed with oil. 
In there, the spite fence had yet to be invented. 
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We both suffered from telesthesia, 
how we disconnnected our circuit boards 
differed. Me: tall drinks in tankards. You:
endless rereadings of The Sun Also Rises. 
The stretcher-bearers headed south—
who knows why—but they skedaddled,
and the sudden silence in the sidestreets 
was like a shade pulled down over a view
we hadn’t liked to begin with. I tuned my scanner
to the rumor-mill. Someone resigned.
It barely registered: everyone rose in rank 
accordingly, like the reflex that lives in your knee. 
Rangers kept pruning the trees, on principle, 
pretending our predicament was temporary. 
I collected plastic, melted it down, made myself 
a nightstick, never mind that even my embryonic
mid-brain knew no one would come near me 
but you. When the mail came, we still ran like mad 
to get it. We read job descriptions out loud
to one another, king, keyman, until our jaws ached, 
then added the circulars to the fire and watched
the ashes float off over the lake. I wrote your 
initials everywhere (on each step of the stairs)
until you informed me you’d changed 
your name and got out your India rubber. 
When had you gone incognito on me? 
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Sister tries out her tantrum. It requires a hamster & ends with a trill & five 
fading sobs. Auntie teeters towards the mantelpiece. Dad is on the faux-phone 
with a friend. No one’s speaking to him because last time he kept cornering 
the client for unscripted fatherly chats. Mom snips at a streamer with her pink-
ing shears. Maybe this time it’ll be a birthday. When the buzzer finally goes 
off, it’s one last shot for Auntie. They grab the props from the basket by the 
door—the sweater knitted just far enough that it could be for anybody of any 
size, a broken china dog to blame on Brother. They leave Monopoly behind 
because someone’s stolen all the little green houses, leaving only the red hotels. 
In the van, they read the girl’s file, memorize their personalities. Grandma’s try-
ing dementia this time around so there’s nothing new she needs to know. The 
front door opens. The family swarms the orphan. 
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No one will argue that they’re not often best 
left not better but alone.
Tip the pebble-filled hollow and hear weather.
The graduated tube, sulfates. 
Absolutism is best with night sky and cerebra.
Cerveza the man said, 
because drinking is language at best.
At worst, the chipped ice
at the bottom of the glass.
No one will argue that they’re not often not 
best left better.
This candelabra. This basin of fire. 
 A game for the young:
inversed from branch by knee-grip, hang
until a sound for falling comes.
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I want you to go out of the world too soon
so the echoes of your words
bang in my head,
with your expressions flying
above me
like shiny bodies
popping out of cannons.
I want the remembering
to be like hollow shot in my back
off the tip of tightrope, 
over the deep dark
drop free
fall
onto the trampoline.
Since you told me
you want your funeral to be
a parade—
I’ve been at the head of the line,
with my papier mâché baton and my elephant
prepared to speak into the crowd
for you
I am dunced, 
in the spotlight
the righteous runaway
kid, 
golden,
giggling.
But go on
and I may forget
what honor there is
in the fate of these acrobats, 
smiling all the way down to the bottom of the world.
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What begins an accrual of weak electric impulses
ends as scales practiced on the library steps
Notes rise. Days rise. I rise, then Sara rises
The carpenter bee understands nothing of helicopters
The helicopter pilot understands bees perfectly
Salvage from declaratives vulnerability
Salvage Monica from Travis, Eric from Juliette 
From Mike salvage Julie & Sara from me
Lettuce on paper, blackberry juice on the words: 
“we’re this & we’re that aren’t we?” 
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we picnic beneath the balloon races
eating pears in rhythm with the ignition 
swats of helium, short on suitable champagne &
bing-cherried children, plucked out of season.
Easily, the role of children depletes
every year, like a season’s propensity
to decorate our picnicking with pear-shaped
balloons. As a child I wanted nothing to do
with Ikea furniture. Now, the wicker magazine 
bin pretends to be a well-designed, fire-inside 
balloon basket & the Swedish barista on my arm
remarks “how lucky we are to have been
raised with catalogs, whatever the language.”
I’m relieved when I notice our clothing matches
patch-work drifts in the sky, dotted by blue 
flames as passengers dissolve into the stitching.
We finish our honeydew, pack leftovers with sticky
fingers & speak not of having (or being) children
as the race sinks below rough elbows of foothills 
& insects become more human, if we count their
features on our fingers: eyes, legs, abdomen, taste
for sugar. Poor mice whose little pink eyes are seasoned 
with cocaine: more like us in their way. 
I hate the phrase “the human animal” yet I cannot be 
sure: the favelas have gotten more AK47s. The struggle
keeps on popping like gargantuan crickets across
the peninsula ridge & we fear an amateur kidnapping
on the edge of a banana plantation: being sucked into 
sweet yellow fields, while chariot balloons swing 
over a mountain-top crucifix, lost to the rifle sights———
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itself yellow, and then red, from an orange-lit
doorway. Fingers slacken, unlace, 
then drop into hands. A rag spins
through September stapled 
to a pine log in a truck bed. Stay 
at least ten feet back. In this draft, 
 
everything scatters: love from birds, bee 
from keeper, fool from proof. A bobwhite covey 
flushed from tall grass. Blackberries tumbling
on a white table linen. All afternoon, men 
drag their hands from pants pockets, file outside
to do yard work. Trees cluck at their leaves. 
A circular saw whines next door. 
Only death can out stalk the great blue
heron. I write for days and can’t
understand: what do the saw and quail
have to do with each other? Always, we are
animals. Next door a man tells his wife he loves
another woman. Her sob is like ripened
blackberries. The stained air holding its breath. 
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Twas then I came to stand under the solemn fact
that missing some part made one monstrous.
Eye-patched, peg-legged—cried failure to keep a self intact.
Maimed added misery to fate’s cruelty. Thus I stuffed
lambswool into kid gloves to fashion—I liked to say
perfect puppet hands for lacing to my wrists.
Escorted to the opera, one of the rapt dark audience,
I passably clapped my part, then hid the kids
in my black mink muff and smiled, as mother advised,
to keep all eyes on your face. To think this whole time
you were galloping toward me, sir, over meanwhile’s miles,
a terror to towns though elegantly dressed. When your
cape swooped, enwrapping me, I knew heart’s fullness
could trump mindlessness, knew to hold tight with my legs
let myself be seen entire with your brainy hands.
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Dear guitar, my Cyclops, my raft,
my drunken casket, my doll 
without arms, my willow, my ink,
what is it that dies in the grain of you, 
my hollow stare at the wall of stars,
my corner, my carrel, my final word, 
what nights do you consume and why, 
you with your permanent o of surprise, 
why cricket, why thrush, why beg
with this bowl of tainted shadow, 
this cold black moon burning in its box, 
why now in my mother’s illness
do I think of you as a gift
floating back from the end of things, 
my insensible earth, my great felled spruce, 
my anxious boy looking away, 
why is she everywhere you are not, 
why then are you her only name.
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This is the inventory of my body: two sprigs
of basil, a door
shut against weeping, a pint of a dark lager,
a low vibrato that goes void, void, void . . . 
& I go on this way.
I’ve taken to climbing my heart each night,
to combing my shipwrecks for the littlest kindling.
I’ve been searching so long for the sincerest ways to lie . . . 
How do I ploy my face back
toward approximation? How do I say,
You’ve hurt me? I want it back. Don’t give up on me.
In the dictionary of the New Way to Say
I am an acolyte of the mouth & the mouth 
is wide, self-silenced, is
a gymnasium with birch flooring—flat,
open to use—each passing through
waxing over the one before.
I’ve let loose the old associative strings. I’ve let loose
the paths to the easy talk, the heart-
to-heart. How do I say, Don’t give up on me? 
I’ll find the words you hear & we’ll be
like in a movie . . . How do I stop
this crowd knotting in my chest. How do I stop
its too-late drone without naming silence. I do not want
to be stilled like that. To be walking heavy like that.
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First research. Parents, trees ravaged with hunger. (Erotic?) If I feel anonymous, is 
the infinite unsexed? If my name is, does anyone know why? Smell like a healthy 
unwashed child. Words used over and over to cover an emotional impasse. Under 
wet eyes.
Anxiety interwoven with the fact of life, impersonal as machinery, sandwiches 
and spilled beer. Confirmed by travel. How to unravel affective cause without 
unraveling myself. 
A kingdom of caresses remembered with such clarity it must be false. The cat’s 
serene madness. As opposed to communication. 
Under the cold eye of mother or mirror secret structures are laid bare. What 
if there is no image? No gypsies out of the woods? All verb without subject? 
Learning to read timetables or growing tall out of a shell?
Into the flowing world. Not push but leap. Not pull but peal. Of laughter? 
Sponged up by perspective. Aggressive impulses or chronic clumsiness? More 
clearly defined at the bend in the road.
A new integration reveals a notebook. Filled with a web of sins to snare the 
priest. His attention was stuck on counting to ten. 
The more magical the letters. Rays of light break up inside the oracle. And divide 
into a paradisal spectrum continues into its own shadow. Beyond the end of the 
line. Along tarred roads. Not lawns or croquet. I played with lithograph stones in 
back of the printshop.
Nakedness misled into promiscuities of language. The countryside unastonished 
rather than cool valley. If the limits of the mind expand without attaining orgasm 
the girl ages on a plateau of gesture. Eating her heart out like everybody else.
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Hello, I’m doing fine, I’m enjoying myself,
I mean, I’m sitting around, smoking,
not really thinking about you or 
anyone else. I’m amusing myself with
things like paper, and how it can be 
used for this or that. The letter—one 
way—but only one out of many. They say
a letter should communicate, but it only
exists as part of communication. A sound
alone isn’t much. Some letters, though, 
make me very excited. Vowels mostly,
long and emotive. Not screams
exactly, but close. More moans 
than screams. I hate for them to 
end, similarly letters of the paper 
variety should go on, as should the
paper made into a cigarette. I
pray for it to keep burning, but
nothing burning ever lasts long.
At least not on paper. It’s no eternal
flame or anything so gaseous or
important. Spelling only matters
for communication; even then it’s not
really necessary that it’s correct.
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Now is a very special time
for you and me because
nobody wants to eat us.
Everyone else in the kingdom
has already forgot what we taste like
or gone Saber-tooth Tiger on this world.
No swooping out of sky
or undoing the water’s edge—
our babies lost in tooth and talon.
We fear sharks, the bites
of exotic snakes; not the radioactivity
we have or will unleash
as much as the resulting city-stomping monsters.
Now is a special time and nobody wants to eat us,
but we are smart so smart and we have our ways.
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Each morning light corridors your infinite bones. The dark tangled intrigues 
end at the edge of water. A spell awakens, an ear is awakening. You wake to 
the amorous murmur of hemlock. You wake to fur clouds, a warm grazing 
hand. Traces of night shine from the corners, its aches and its things kept 
awake.  Night doesn’t wait to be hunted; it hides in corners. You shake the 
shape of your own thought: a song brooding over corpses, a bat in the attic 
being born. You wake to a shrunken known glowing around doors. Years later 
you awaken in a truck snoring the mountain bends. You wake up in a cold 
misty lake silence. Omissions madden all of your mattering. You feel what the 
light thinks at its very nape. There, your waking is due blue, danger pulling 
against duration. And joy opens your eyes to an owlish woods, unforeseen 
and misunderstood. You attempt to awaken by storming your solitude. A 
throb vowels your mouth. You wake even if it changes nothing. Even as it 
fails, it wakes you.
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not in the grove or the pond : not atop the iris hill : sticks and steps along a 
wet street : all night edging the fearful hedges : you follow the Setter : keep 
highway light to your right : find the gravel drive : a voice in the blinkless 
phlox : a voice aging in the mailbox : its terror recognizes you : pick the 
yellows : store your teeth in the brickwork : find a battery in the yard : on 
a mound where the furniture is buried : a damned rash on the front porch 
: infinite electrical hum : pretend it was never yours : put your face in the 
window and let it dirty : see that you are not required : riddled with rickety 
niches : wind-infested attic : retrieveless scent of urine and oil : even if the 
bird reversed its course : a ghost is something to pursue : go through the door 
: one of 19 doors : panic at the argyle wallpaper : its faint warble : crave a 
cigarette : no one will say you can’t sleep here : a squirrel nest in the ceiling 
fan : the closet’s dead cord : all 15 windows : all the suns you strangled : on 
the mantle a defaced clock : cobwebs rotting corners : what won’t get said : 
won’t change what you are : mangled spiral staircase : up there and not 
permitted to leave : up there and not
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